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Learning Objectives
By the end of this lecture you will be able to:

Explain what direct memory access is used for and how it works

Configure DMA on our MCU



Outline
What is Direct Memory Access?

How does DMA work on the MCU?

Activity



Recall STM32L432KC System Architecture
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Direct Memory Access
Used to provide high-speed data transfer between peripherals and memory without
CPU action

DMA controller connects to the AHB bus

The MCU has two DMA controllers with 7 channels each (total of 14 channels)

Each channel has a mux which enables various DMA request sources to be selected



DMA Block Diagram
4 modes

Peripheral-to-memory

Peripheral-to-peripheral

Memory-to-peripheral

Memory-to-memory
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Activity
The goal of this example project is to use the direct memory access (DMA) controller on
the MCU to enable automatic printing of data to the computer terminal via UART without
the need for processor intervention. We will be designing a system to meet the following
requirements.

Specifications

1. Print out a single character from a specified character array at a frequency of ~10 Hz
(one character every 100 milliseconds).

2. Use a UART baud rate of 9600.

3. Use update events from Timer 2 (TIM2) to trigger the DMA requests.

4. Use DMA Controller 1 (DMA1) to handle the direct memory transfers from the character
array to the UART peripheral.



Activity Steps and Hints
Work through worksheet.

A�er completing worksheet, create a new project and import demo source code.



DMA Channel Selection
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DMA1 Request Mapping Table
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DMA Channel Configuration Register
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DMA Channel Selection Register
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DMA Channel – Number of Data to Transfer Register



DMA Stream Peripheral Address Register



DMA Channel - Memory address register



Summary
DMA enables efficient and low-latency access between memory and peripherals

Need to configure DMA controller, then configure DMA requests from the peripheral
(timer, USART, SPI, etc.)

Use interrupts to handle and reset flags as necessary


